ECHO

Learn. Think. Do.™

The future of education takes shape with the Echo
Series of mobile, modular furniture solutions.
Designed for student-centered learning, Echo’s
unique,

chevron-shaped

tables

seamlessly

transition into all active learning postures—
from lecture to group work, private study and
discussion. To foster collaboration, every student
gets a marker board in the complete Echo
classroom. Perfect for personal use, ideation,
interaction and presentations, the individual
marker boards integrate neatly with Echo’s tables,
easels and desks and double as a design element.
Versatile, and built with Haskell quality and
durability, the Echo Series evolves with today’s
ever-changing classroom.

beyond the desk
More than a well-designed desk, the Echo Series incorporates individual marker boards
into a comprehensive classroom solution. Essential for fostering collaboration, the marker
boards, markers and accessories double as a design element. With hooks for neat storage
and docks and easels to display student work, Echo’s fully integrated system becomes part
of the daily curriculum.

lecture

group

discussion

testing

lecture - group - discussion
Intuitive, mobile tables and a fully integrated marker board system support the many postures of
an active classroom. Seamlessly, simply transitioning from lecture to group work and discussion,
the Echo Series sets students up for interaction with its chevron shape and efficient design.
Then, quick as a quiz, the individual marker boards snap in place for quiet study and testing.
Saving time and space, the Echo Series fits into even the most dynamic lesson plan.

4 hook marker board rail

3 hook marker board rail

the complete classroom
The Echo Series engages the entire classroom with a complete complement of products.
Versatile, well-designed tables and the essential marker board system – individual magnetic
marker boards, markers, hooks and docks, all integrated – are at the core of the collection.
Supporting elements in the Echo Series – student desking, teacher desks, easels and teaming
tables – coordinate in a wide range of designer colors, finishes, profiles and options to complete
the classroom.

chevron

student keystone

24”

34”

19”, 24”, 30”

60”, 66”, 72”, 84”

student rectangular

rectangular
22”, 24”

26”, 34”

half round
19”, 24”, 30”

39”, 48”, 60”, 66”, 72”, 84”
24”, 30”

meeting
48”, 60”

24”, 30”

60”, 72”, 84”

marker board dock

marker board/
book bag hook

analog accessories
marker board

leg and mobility options
standard legs

locking casters - one side
easel with marker boards

locking casters - both sides

adjustable height
The Echo height adjustable table legs come in both caster and glide versions. Ideal for spaces where multiple
height tables are desired to foster better learning outcomes, the height adjustable leg solution is a perfect
compliment to the entire family of Echo tables. Two pin height adjustable leg options offer height ranges from
24″- 35″ and 28″- 41″.
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INSTRUCTION ZONE
teacher’s podium
educator desk
The Echo mobile table combined with the
Smart Series podium creates a functional
teachers station while keeping with the
overall aesthetic of the Echo classroom.
The table connects to the all metal podium
chassis with a powerful magnet. This allows
the table to come apart from the podium
and also provides a non-handed teaching
solution as the table can be attached to
either side of the podium. Easy mobility is
provided as both the podium and table come
with locking casters. A convenient storage
drawer, adjustable shelf and a readers stand
complete this offering.

the mobile teacher
Haskell Education’s Echo Series Educators desk provides a durable and attractive solution for mobile desking.
Designed with the features of full mobility and the ability to assemble the desk left or right handed. The Echo
Educators desk blends seamlessly into any classroom environment. Available in 2 sizes: 24″x54″ and 24″x60″
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